God Bless those
persons who have
served our nation. Let
us be a grateful people
and recognize their
contribution to the
greatness of America.

Salute the troops
Affinity Systems LLC, Competitive America, and Phase Four Graphics are presenting
this dedication to all members of our military who have served America and preserved
our freedoms and way of life. Our thanks are mixed with sorrow for those who gave their
lives and to their families who lost sons and daughters.
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The state of our nation
America is immersed in the presidential election process. We have come a long way. A
woman, a black man, and a white man are presidential candidates. Conversely, we are
immersed in a highly unpopular war in Iraq that has split our nation. Sadly, the media has
separated America into blue states and red ones. We are now fractured into many facets,
but in the final analysis, these shine like diamonds and make America richer at the same
time as it introduces obstacles to change. The Rev. Jeremiah Wright, with whom we
disagree at many levels, was correct when he stated we are different, but not divisive. It is
to America’s credit that he can disagree with most of us. He has the privilege by
birthright, but has also earned it by serving six years of active duty in the Marines,
preserving our freedoms.
We do not back any political party. We back the American way of life and the
opportunities and freedoms it implies. God bless America is a heart-felt prayer for the
past, present and future.
We need to put this in perspective.
The candidates are vying for the right to run this country. Here is where the winner will
live and work.

White House
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Capitol of the United States of America

That is the reality. What must be remembered is the citizens and military of America
have paid for these trappings of luxury and power. We are racially mixed, factory
workers, farmers, information technologists, doctors – every vocation and way of life.
Most are worried about the economy; jobs, raising our families, and doing the things that
make us human and real. We are a good people. We reach out and help the desperate and
wounded throughout the world. These include victims from tsunami, Earthquakes, and
disastrous floods that engulf our own beautiful cities. We are responsible. We work, pay
our bills, and support our country.
We deserve a government that works.
Our Military
Our military has supported America every step of the way. They have rescued victim’s
worldwide and waged war when called upon. Citizens without military experience tend to
compartmentalize wars as good or bad. The Revolutionary War was a “good” war. It
freed us from tyranny. The Civil War preserved the union. WWII preserved a civilization.
To the military, a good war is one which addresses true threats with superior mission,
strategies, and tactics. The military has the backing of the people, proper equipment, and
positive force multipliers. The objective is clear and unambiguous – win.
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Korea was the first war that we truly lost and where the military was constrained in
achieving its mission. Vietnam became the valley of tears for many, including military,
family, and friends. Our service people were vilified and spat on, while the politicians
that were responsible slept in warm beds and depleted the Social Security program to
avoid telling the public the cost of the war. Politicians huddled in war rooms and dictated
military tactics to a far more knowledgeable military command. Civilians were
unaffected other than financially and emotionally. They intellectually, and abstractly
debated the war while American blood stained the battlefield in a far off Asian country
that most had never heard of. The enemy was a people far less concerned about the form
of government than simple survival. The intellectual process somehow ignored the
lessons of a defeated French Army returning from the battleground of Indo-China.
Regardless of the name, the result was the same. It was a loss caused by lack of political
will, not military capability.
War protesters created a new music. Pete Seeger wrote, “Where Have All the Flowers
Gone”, in protest of all wars. Following is a summary.
Where have all the flowers gone?
Long time passing
Where have all the flowers gone?
Girls have picked them every one
Where have all the young girls gone?
Taken husbands every one
Where have all the young men gone?
Gone for soldiers every one
Where have all the soldiers gone?
Gone to graveyards every one
Where have all the graveyards gone?
Covered with flowers every one
When will we ever learn?
When will we ever learn?
This song should make everyone pause and reflect on the sadness of any war. We will
convert the song from a protest to a call to prayer. No one hates war more than the
warrior, but they know that war is an essential requirement to maintain freedom for our
children, grandchildren, and us. We need to make sure the American way of life is worth
preserving and sacrifice. The military will fight the wars, but our government needs to do
a better job of defining when it is time to enter one.
The war ousting Iraq from Kuwait was swift and decisive. The wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq are very different than Vietnam. The current intent is to win and the military is
dictating both strategy and tactics. While the war is unpopular, our military has served
proudly and is well on the way to achieving a positive mission. Our congress condemns
the lack of political progress by the Iraq government while failing to address the relevant
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American issues. They have been locked in partisanship bickering for nearly two
decades. Our military has done its job. Our political representatives have not.
Having served three years in the Army, we know that veterans think differently from
those deprived a military experience. An essential truth must be communicated. While
the warrior is in the service of their country and its ideals, each is fighting for the sister
and brother next to them. There is little time for ideology when bullets are popping all
around you. The blood flowing in the trenches is not black, white or yellow – it is all red
and mixed and very real. The Marine motto, Semper Fidelis (always faithful), is not some
abstract concept when someone is trying to kill you.
Pick your governmental representatives as if they will be fighting next to you. Who do
you want covering your back? Who will stay faithful? Our military deserves a
Commander in Chief that understands the realities of military power.
We dedicate the following photographs in memory of those who have served their
country in every war and humanitarian activity. We include all who have served, warriors
who gave the ultimate, those who survived, and those who once stood ready.
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Where have all the flowers gone? Here is our bouquet - Cherry Blossoms from
Washington, DC.
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Unto Graveyards, every one - Gettysburg National Cemetery
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Blossoms, tears, and prayers for every grave

Arlington National Cemetery

Gettysburg National Cemetery
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Specials Prayers for the MIA’s of every war
The remains of our military personnel rest in marked and unmarked graves all over the
world. Their families still living morn the lack of closure. This photograph of the grave of
an unknown soldier from the Civil War represents those who lost their lives but lie
unrecognized in jungles, forests and deserts, their contributions often forgotten.

Do not forget those who have contributed so much, some their lives, to make it possible.
We are proud of our service people. Reach out to them. Call, write, or e-mail. They
deserve our love, support, respect, and recognition.
Best Regards,
Wayne L. Staley
Affinity Systems LLC
wstaley@affinitysystemsllc.com

All photographs contributed by Phase Four Graphics LLC
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